
Head of Sales
About Strategic Blue
Founded in 2010, we are a FinTech operating in the blue space between Clouds. We help
organisations and partners optimise the procurement of Cloud, improve visibility and
manage ongoing Cloud costs. We work alongside technical implementation partners and
cloud vendors and specialise exclusively in the niche of cloud procurement technology,
cost transparency/visibility and ongoing managed service optimisation. We provide
Cloud Financial Operations, “FinOps”, tools and services to both commercial and public
sector organizations, primarily in the UK and US, who buy the cloud services offered by
AWS, Google and Microsoft.

Our FinOps services allow cloud customers to buy in the way they want, understand
what they have bought and continually optimise cloud costs. Our customers benefit from
additional discounts not possible directly from cloud vendors and can access free tools
and services for which other vendors charge.

As financial experts in the cloud, we help organisations develop the sophistication of
their cloud procurement, governance and assurance processes. We understand how to
achieve the necessary integration and visibility between a customer’s technical and
financial teams.

Main purposes of the job:
This challenging role sits at the heart of the company, reporting to the CEO. You will
contribute to the development of, and will be responsible for the implementation of
Strategic Blue’s go-to-market strategy.

We are seeking an experienced Head of Sales with a focus on sales strategy and
planning, sales messaging and asset development, campaign planning, origination, deal
closure, account planning and management and partnerships. Together with other
members of the executive team, you will execute the current business plan, focusing on
expansion to new customer segments and partnerships, while also strengthening sales
operations and taking hands-on accountability for delivering business results. You will
also be instrumental in creating future strategic plans with the goal of boosting revenue
streams across all segments.

The role will require a high degree of customer-facing time, with appropriate travel
around London, the UK, Europe and the USA. The purpose of travel will often be to visit
prospective Customers and also attend partner events, such as AWS re: Invent, SKO and
various AWS Summits, where you will be part of a larger team.

You will also operate on a hands-on basis as required to negotiate and close deals on
our standard framework contracts, and explain the technical and financial benefits of our
capabilities. To help you do this, you will have access to our team of financial and
technical subject matter experts.
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Having been personally successful in sales and sales leadership roles, you will be
expected to lead, build, develop and motivate a high performing sales team who will
ultimately operate across a variety of sectors within the Commercial and Public Sector
spaces, on a global basis.

Key tasks:
● Partner with other members of the Leadership team to execute the strategic plan

and further develop the Go-to-market Strategy.
● Ensure performance, strategy, and alignment of the organisation’s

revenue-generating departments
● Manage a global sales team that can drive business growth across all customer

segments and profiles and share accountability with the marketing function for
demand generation, market eminence, individual customer experience and
renewals

● Drive regular large account planning and optimise pricing modelling
● Setup and monitor SaaS metrics and measures and regularly report progress.
● Help maximize reach and efficiency by adding new, scalable partners, e.g. IT

Consulting and big four management consulting firms.
● Build and foster creative teams committed to continuing our culture of innovation
● Monitor the revenue pipeline and leads, adjusting as necessary to create

sustainable growth.
● Ensure accuracy of all data for leads and opportunities within our CRM
● Monitor the marketplace and analyse opportunities and provide competitive

analysis, strategies and tactics
● Stay well-connected with customers to ensure broad market needs are being

incorporated into the product development and enhancement cycle
● Collaborate with finance, product management and marketing on messaging,

pricing strategies and business models to achieve revenue goals
● Identify and resolve issues across the marketing/sales and account management

functions
● Lead and successfully close contract negotiations as required
● Build new relationships, generate new leads and turn these into opportunities by:

○ co-developing marketing strategies and lead generation plans.
○ build and nurture trusted relationships with Cloud Vendors
○ helping to ensure marketing plans are executed.
○ following up marketing activities with outreach.
○

● Lead and manage the sales process by:
○ Build, manage and lead teams for BD and AM
○ Develop marketing strategies and lead generation plans
○ Maintain CRM system and refine where necessary
○ Expand units and presence within current account base
○ Lead training and BD and AM
○ Create, improve and maintain messaging
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● Supporting Marketing, Alliances & Product teams by:
○ working with marketing, alliances & product to develop sales messaging

and a business plan to find and close new logos.
○ work with our partner management team to map out the internal sales

teams at the cloud vendors.
○ Be able to articulate our value proposition and the benefits to partner

vendor sales teams.
○ Helping to plan and deliver virtual and/or in-person events

Key results/objectives:
● Achieve year on year units growth in line with budget/forecast
● Deliver reports to the board demonstrating the current position of the sales

pipeline
● Bring in leads/opportunities (both directly via your network and via the team) to

maintain the required pipeline
● Build and train a team capable of hitting the company targets

Person specification:
The ideal candidate will be someone who has experience working in a quickly changing
B2B sales environment.  Someone who excels in creating relationships with key people
across varied businesses.  Someone who really wants to be somewhere they can really
stamp their mark on the future of an organisation.  Specifically, the key skills we’re looking
for are:

● Extensive experience in diverse sales and sales leadership roles, driving and
implementing sales strategy and revenue growth ideally in the Cloud space

● Demonstrable experience of a range of industries e.g. financial services,
management consulting, retail, manufacturing, FMCG, technology

● Proven track record of growing revenue through strategic sales, marketing,
branding, and partnerships

● Strong relationships with Cloud vendor account teams (e,g, AWS, GCP, Azure, etc)
and enterprise clients

● Strong relationships with professional services IT organisations, e.g. global IT
consulting firms, big four management consulting firms, offshore pure-plays, etc.

● Significant P&L experience and consistently achieving or surpassing targets
● Strong experience in progressing and closing complex sales and negotiations,

ideally on an international basis.
● Ability to craft and execute a world-class SaaS sales strategy
● History of decision-making based on business metrics
● Process-driven with experience defining, following and enforcing new processes.
● Experience in driving sales methodologies, e.g. SPIN, Meddic, Challenger,

Revenue Storm, or equivalent.
● Inspirational leadership style and hands-on approach.
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● You will also have experience in building, leading and coaching high-performing
sales teams.

● Strong technical experience with Salesforce and other commercial CRM tools

Location:
We operate a hybrid working policy with many employees working a significant portion
from home. The Head of Sales will therefore have the same option, however, the
individual should be within easy commuting distance of London and be able to come to
the Waterloo office when required.

Benefits:
● Competitive salary
● Bonus schemes
● Flexible working
● Private medical insurance from day one
● Currently going through the process of signing the Company up to an Electric Car

Salary Sacrifice Scheme
● Benefit scheme which provides cashback on dental, opticians, massages and

physiotherapy from the day one
● Pension benefit scheme
● Fun company events both virtual and in-person
● 25 days holiday + bank holidays
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